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Conventional Arms Transfers 
and US Economic Security

Eugene Gholz

Abstract

This article explains the economic and practical considerations in 
various approaches to implementing President Trump’s recent direction 
on conventional arms transfers (CAT) that decisions should consider 
economic security. CAT will require decisions about what to include 
in an economic security analysis, how to conduct the analysis, and 
who should conduct the analysis. Specifically, the analysis could 
focus on jobs and general economic effects or manufacturing and 
innovation concerns about the specific defense systems involved in 
the potential arms transfer. It could be based on detailed data 
collection specific to the proposed arms transfer or on the application 
of an economic model that would yield a faster but less precise 
result. Additionally, the analysis could be conducted by any of five 
plausible candidate organizations within the US government. While 
all options involve trade-offs, using an economic model would 
likely offer greater insight into the macroeconomic effects of a 
potential arms transfer, notably its effect on US employment. How-
ever, a targeted effort to collect and analyze transaction-specific 
data would offer greater insight into the effects on US defense 
industrial capability and the potential ability of the sale to save 
money in the US defense acquisition budget.



On 19 April 2018, President Trump issued a National Security Presi-
dential Memorandum directing revisions to the US Conventional Arms 
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Transfer (CAT) policy.1 The president has been especially interested in 
the economic implications of arms transfers, and they are, indeed, worth 
a good deal of money. The United States closed deals for $55.6 billion 
in government-mediated Foreign Military Sales in fiscal year 2018, a 
33 percent increase from the prior year but less than the 2012 record of 
$69.1 billion.2 Unlike most US trade, arms sales require specific approval 
from the US government, through a deliberate process involving several 
executive branch agencies—most notably the Departments of State 
(DOS) and Defense (DOD). Ultimately sales are subject to congressional 
approval (or disapproval) for amounts above certain threshold values.

Regulation of arms transfers by an overarching presidential policy 
statement dates to the Carter administration. The president set out to 
limit arms exports with “a strong presumption of denial,” a policy goal 
that did not even survive the Carter administration.3 The idea of a CAT 
policy did survive. Through four subsequent iterations, CAT policy 
made arms sales decisions depend on US diplomatic relations with the 
purchasing country, the national security implications of transferring 
particular technologies, and the human rights performance of the pur-
chasing country. The CAT policy did not (and does not) provide an 
explicit prioritization of these various concerns. So each approval or dis-
approval of a transfer is determined on a case-by-case basis.

President Trump’s memorandum changed many parts of the process, 
attempting to streamline CAT and focus more upon the implications 
of third-party countries’ potential arms exports to the same purchasing 
country. Trump tasked the Departments of State and Energy with issu-
ing detailed implementation memos. Additionally, the DOD's Defense 
Security Cooperation Agency, whose job it is to oversee Foreign Military 
Sales, is also working on adapting its rules and procedures.

Perhaps the most significant change in President Trump’s memoran-
dum is that it added “economic security” as a criterion to the arms 
transfer decision-making process.4 Nearly twenty-five years ago, Presi-
dent Clinton added a vague statement that the arms transfer policy 
should “consider the impact on the US arms industry when deciding 
whether to approve an export.”5 Critics worried that Clinton’s policy 
would draw pork-barrel political considerations into US foreign rela-
tions and that the effort to sustain the US defense industry would work 
against prioritizing strategic and human rights concerns.6 The indus-
trial goal subsequently faded until President Trump resurrected it in his 
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new version of the CAT policy. Economic security interests, as defined 
in the memorandum, include “bolster[ing] our economy; spur[ring] 
research and development; enhanc[ing] the ability of the defense indus-
trial base to create jobs; [and] increas[ing] our competitiveness in key 
markets. . . .”7 Future decisions on arms transfers will “consider . . . [t]he 
transfer’s financial or economic effect on United States industry and its 
effect on the defense industrial base, including contributions to United 
States manufacturing and innovation.”8

To be effective, the new policy must go beyond ad-hoc references 
to economic security as an additional rationale for approving sales that 
leaders desire for other reasons. The government must decide on specific 
criteria for measuring the economic security impact, a process for as-
sessing proposed arms transfers, and an organization that will lead the 
assessments and make other participants in the arms transfer decision-
making process pay attention to the economic security assessments.9

Giving due weight to the economic security impact analysis will require 
that it be completed reasonably quickly and that results be included in 
the same package of reports that cover foreign relations, technical, and 
human rights aspects of an arms transfer case. A complete data-gathering 
and analysis effort on the economic security impact of a proposed transfer 
might take longer to prepare than the other initial inputs to the deci-
sion process, potentially slowing an already slow process. Nevertheless, 
there are reasonable steps that could be taken—such as building the 
economic security analysis on existing, collected data or using an eco-
nomic model to estimate the proposed transfer’s economic effects—that 
would prevent the new analysis from becoming the rate-limiting step in 
CAT decision making. Furthermore, even an ideal, streamlined process 
to consider foreign relations, technical, and human rights aspects of the 
case will always take time, allowing the potential for the economic security 
impact analysis to collect data without presenting an undue overall delay. 

The new emphasis on economic security will add some complexity to 
an already complex, judgment filled process, but there is every reason 
to expect that the combined decision-making process will continue to 
function reasonably well. Combined with President Trump’s streamlining 
reforms, the change may on balance make the United States, already the 
leading arms exporter in the world, even more competitive.

This article explains what the economic security assessment should 
look for in a proposed arms transfer, how the economic security as-
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sessment should be conducted, and who should conduct the economic 
security assessment. The implementation details of economic security 
analysis of CATs are themselves important. Furthermore, discussing 
the issues in this context also offers an opportunity to consider how 
we might think about the relationship between defense acquisition and 
economic security. We can also consider the appropriate definition of 
economic security more broadly.

What to Look For in an Economic Security Assessment
The Presidential Memorandum regarding US CAT policy emphasizes 

two distinct economic security goals. The first goal is to expand the US 
economy. The second goal is a more fine-grained emphasis on improv-
ing economic security.10 General US economic performance has security 
implications because the economic size and wealth of the United States 
ultimately funds the defense budget that converts economic power to 
military power. However, any contribution of arms transfers to the general 
economic health of the United States is separate from its detailed security 
effects such as stimulating innovation in defense systems or preserving 
defense industrial capability to make specific weapon systems. In some 
ways, this difference is akin to the difference between macroeconomics 
and microeconomics. The Presidential Memorandum directs that both 
kinds of effects be considered in the arms transfer approval process.

At the macroeconomic level, arms transfers can be a new source of 
demand for American industry.  The additional effort to produce goods 
and services for export can stimulate and expand the supply side of the 
US economy relative to a hypothetical world in which that export de-
mand did not exist. If the US economy has slack inputs, notably unused 
labor—unemployed workers or potential workers who choose not to 
look for jobs—the export demand can provide a stimulus that uses those 
slack inputs, expands the employed population, and increases total US 
economic output. If, instead, the United States were already at full em-
ployment before the export demand, then the exports would require 
producers to outbid existing users of inputs in the US economy—meaning 
the exporters would offer higher wages—and the new export-oriented 
production would increase at the expense of other US economic activity. 
Presumably, that other economic activity would be lower value-added 
work, because the effort to bid away inputs from the other activity would 
succeed by offering greater compensation in the export-oriented sector. 
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The net effect of the exports would increase US gross domestic product 
(GDP) and create “higher-paying jobs” for American workers. Foreign 
consumers would pay the higher costs of the export-oriented produc-
tion, although with arms sales the US government sometimes subsidizes 
the transaction with military aid, reducing or even eliminating the net 
economic benefit to the US economy.11

We have recently seen examples in the US defense industry of the 
multiple possible economic effects of approved arms sales. Foreign de-
mand for Patriot sales (both for missiles and the entire weapon system) 
has been brisk lately, and that has led to commitments to expand pro-
duction capacity and employ new workers at both Lockheed Martin 
and Raytheon.12 Both Patriot producers have also placed additional 
orders with their suppliers—some of whom have presumably also ex-
panded production capacity. Many of the particular supplier companies 
involved are less publicly visible, as are their commitments to expanded 
employment.13 These arms sales have created “new jobs,” meeting President 
Trump’s commitment to “jobs, jobs, jobs.” 14 However, the United States 
is already near economists’ estimates of “full employment,” including 
specifically in the regions around the Grand Prairie, Texas, operations of 
Lockheed Missile and Fire Control Systems and the Andover, Massachu-
setts, operations of Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems.15 Assessing 
the economic impact of Patriot export sales requires detailed informa-
tion about the job market in the areas where the missiles are made, the 
skill profile of the additional workers required to build the Patriot missiles, 
and the production of other products that might not happen as workers 
are drawn into the defense sector.

Other recent high-profile arms sales cases have only “created” jobs in 
a relative sense by maintaining production in a facility that would otherwise 
have closed and enabling the workers there to remain employed. For 
example, Boeing’s sales of F-15s to Qatar and F-18s to Kuwait have 
extended the aircraft production backlog at Boeing’s St. Louis facility, 
keeping alive a production line that faced imminent closure.16 An economist 
would count those sales as “job creating” compared to a future world in 
which the arms sales had not happened, even though Boeing did not 
need to hire a new workforce the way Lockheed and Raytheon did for 
Patriot’s expanding foreign sales. To assess this sort of job-creating effect 
of arms sales requires detailed knowledge of the backlog and operations 
of the defense contractor producing the exported weapon.
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Overall, the economic benefit of expanding exports in a particular 
sector is greatest when that sector has slack inputs before the export 
transaction and when the costs of training workers and the time required 
to attract sufficient skilled workers to the export-oriented production 
facility are relatively low. Economists have argued that shifting workers 
into the defense industry as a mechanism for general economic stimulus 
is inefficient compared to other mechanisms of government-supported 
economic stimulus (ranging from infrastructure spending to tax cuts to 
funding for education). That is, the government needs to spend more 
money per job created or per dollar of expanded US output. However, 
if a foreign government is paying that cost, the net effect on the US 
economy would be positive, or we could think of the expanded employ-
ment as highly “efficient” per dollar of US government spending.17

Conventional arms transfers can have separate, microeconomic effects 
of interest to a discussion of economic security, including effects on inno-
vation and manufacturing highlighted in the Presidential Memorandum. 
The defense industry is not like a normal commercial industry, where 
corporations use retained earnings from their past sales—or borrowing 
from investors, who expect to be repaid from future sales revenue—to 
invest in research and development.18 Innovation in the defense industry 
is mostly supported by direct government research and development 
(R&D) contracts. That is, the DOD customer directs the trajectory of 
innovation and pays for specific R&D effort. Another fraction of total 
defense R&D comes from companies’ Independent Research and Develop-
ment (IR&D) expenditures, reimbursed by the government as part of 
the overhead cost of other government-funded defense projects. IR&D 
spending is company directed, but it is also paid for by the DOD customer, 
not drawn from the company’s retained earnings. As a result, general 
increases in defense firms’ profitability—which might stem from arms 
sales approved under the CAT policy—do not generally have much 
effect on defense innovation at the systems level. However, many suppliers 
in the defense supply chain operate on commercial terms, and for them, 
the general added revenues from expanded defense sales contribute to 
the retained earnings that support their R&D investment.19 Thus, at 
the supplier level, arms sales can contribute to US innovation. However, 
generally, the suppliers are less visible, as are the innovations they might 
choose to invest in with the marginal dollar of income. Due to that 
lack of visibility, it would be difficult for an economic assessment, as 
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part of the CAT approval process, to give much weight to the potential 
innovation-related investments by commercial firms at lower tiers of the 
defense supply chain.

Arms exports still sometimes contribute directly to innovation in a 
way that should be considered in arms transfer decisions. Specifically, 
foreign buyers sometimes purchase upgraded equipment compared to 
what the US DOD has purchased in the past, and foreign buyers then 
pay the R&D cost of producing those upgrades. In some instances, as 
with Lockheed Martin’s F-16, the US has not purchased any of the upgraded 
product—meaning that the particular innovations created for export 
sales to the United Arab Emirates and others have not contributed 
directly to US national security. In those cases, perhaps CAT decision 
makers should have considered the option value that creating those up-
graded F-16s offered to the US Air Force. On other occasions, the US 
has directly benefited from export-supported technology upgrades—as 
on Patriot, Aegis, and other missile defense systems—where DOD has 
continued to purchase post-upgrade weapons from US contractors after 
export sales funded technology investments. Considering this pathway 
to innovation in an assessment of the economic effects of a potential 
arms sale requires detailed knowledge of the likely trajectory of future 
US defense procurement spending. In general, the more recently the 
exported system has joined the US weapons inventory, the more likely 
that this pathway could contribute some economic security (innovation) 
benefit to the United States through approval of an arms transfer. This 
is because it would be more likely that the US military would still be 
building its inventory of the newly upgraded system.

CATs have a clearer, direct effect on economic security via their effect 
on US defense manufacturing. Because weapon systems tend to stay in 
the US military inventory for so long, they often require spare parts for 
maintenance years after the initial production run is complete. DOD 
needs to pay the overhead cost of maintaining the production capacity 
for those spare parts, even when the production rate for spares is much 
slower than the initial production rate during original manufacture of 
the defense system. That slower rate tends to drive the unit cost of spare 
parts dramatically upward. In some cases, demand for spare parts drops 
below the minimum technical sustaining rate, meaning that the work-
ers lose the ability to maintain quality standards even when the buyer 
is willing to pay very high unit costs. In other cases, the government 
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does not realize how much the cost of production has risen over time 
and does not invest enough to keep the supplier interested or able to 
produce the part profitably, so production drops below the minimum 
economic sustaining rate. These situations create potentially very costly 
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources or Material Shortage (DMSMS) 
problems.20 Arms exports and the expanded demand for future spare 
parts business that they create can help reduce the unit cost of spares 
production by keeping up production rates, maintaining workers’ skills, 
and ameliorating the risk of DMSMS by bolstering revenue for critical 
and fragile niches in the supply chain. These effects have been observed 
in recent years in export sales of M-1 Abrams tanks and M-2 Bradley 
infantry fighting vehicles, among others. Assessing these manufacturing 
effects of arms sales requires detailed knowledge of the defense supply 
chain, including the technical characteristics of the components that 
suppliers make, the financial status of each of those suppliers, and the 
business strategy of the executives at each supplier—knowledge that is 
not often available to the government or defense industry prime con-
tractors.

Finally, CATs can contribute economic benefits to the United States 
through the economies of scale that are often available in defense sys-
tems production. If foreign sales are figured into the cost estimates from 
the start of a project, and foreign buyers contribute to development and 
capital investment spending, the cost of a project to the US defense budget 
will be proportionately reduced, benefiting US economic security. For 
example, the F-35 program claims to have benefited from this dynamic, 
although the higher overhead cost of managing a multinational devel-
opment program and the redundancies of building extra final assembly 
and sustainment facilities overseas cut against the economies of scale 
benefits.21 In some European multinational aircraft development pro-
grams, governments have presumed that programs would gain very large 
benefits from economies of scale that have not materialized. This is due 
to technical and management challenges in the programs or the countries’ 
failure to follow through on their initial purchase commitments. The re-
sult in those cases was that including projected economy of scale benefits 
of foreign sales in a program’s management baseline added to rather than 
reduced program instability and hurt economic security.22 Estimating 
the net economic effect of expected economies of scale as part of a CAT 
decision would require sophisticated, reliable understanding of program 
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dynamics that might be beyond what the US government should rea-
sonably count on in its decision making.

Overall, the new economic assessment in the CAT policy could mean-
ingfully consider two separate types of economic benefits that might derive 
from arms sales: first, macroeconomic effects, especially via effects on 
employment, and second, microeconomic effects on specific firms and 
products, such as funding for component upgrades and prevention of 
DMSMS challenges. The methods for assessing these two types of effects 
would likely differ, and each would present its own challenges to the 
data collection and analysis process.

Conducting the Economic Security Assessment
The two main methods for assessing economic and economic security 

impacts are: 1) collecting actual data on companies’ planned reactions 
to a potential arms transfer, and 2) using an economic model to estimate 
the plausible effects of the potential arms transfer. Neither method can 
be expected to produce an exact answer, and both methods involve trade-
offs. On the one hand, the first method (using real data) might perform 
somewhat better at assessing the microeconomic or economic security 
effects of the potential arms transfer. Only fine-grained data collection 
can find the critical niches in the defense supply chain that are on the 
brink of failure but that could be sustained by an arms export deal. An 
economic model cannot yield answers about specific companies, their 
labor forces, and their investment plans. On the other hand, the second 
method (using a model) might do better with the macroeconomic or 
generalized employment effects of the potential arms transfer. This is be-
cause a macroeconomic model can take into account general equilibrium 
effects (e.g., whether the economy is already at full employment) in a way 
that data collection from specific companies cannot (because the specific 
companies do not know what other companies they would potentially 
be poaching workers from, in their arms export-led growth scenario). 
Using a model would also be a more practical solution for real-world 
decision making. The model could rapidly yield an estimate about the 
effects of a particular CAT case without extensive fresh data collection. 
However, it would certainly sacrifice accuracy and ignore or neglect the 
most important economic security impacts of a potential arms transfer 
that President Trump highlighted in the Presidential Memorandum.
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Collecting actual data about the effects of a potential arms transfer 
would be both slow and difficult. In the modern defense industry, the 
prime contractors still often employ the largest group of workers on a 
project at the site of final assembly, but many more workers are employed 
across hundreds of supplier companies. Moreover, the prime contractor 
often does not make many of the critical components that give the de-
fense system its edge. As a result, collecting data just about the prime 
contractor would be insufficient to inform the economic security aspects 
of the CAT decision-making process.23

Unfortunately, the government does not generally know the list of 
even the most critical companies in the supply chain for defense systems 
because prime contractors consider that information to be proprietary. 
The result is that the government would probably not know whom to 
contact regarding the economic security effects of a potential arms transfer. 
Furthermore, the process of developing the list of companies to con-
tact, soliciting responses, and analyzing the data generally would take 
months—even if there were a substantial staff working on the project.24 
Adding a government data collection process to CAT decision making 
would slow down the process further and would be inconsistent with 
one of the other primary goals of the new Presidential Memorandum, 
streamlining CAT reviews.

The US could, as part of its renewed commitment to protecting 
American industry, invest substantial effort in better understanding the 
defense industrial base in a way that is not tied to a particular deci-
sion about a potential arms export deal. A routine data collection policy 
could be applied throughout the contracting process. For example, the 
US could require prime contractors to provide supply chain lists as part 
of normal language on all Major Defense Acquisition Program contracts 
and flow that requirement down to lower-tier suppliers.25 A process 
along these lines is already used in the nuclear Navy.26 Alternatively, 
the government could collect data on the supply chain separately from 
the contracting process through independent surveys, as it attempted to 
do briefly in the early part of this decade through the sector-by-sector, 
tier-by-tier (S2T2) project.27 Such general knowledge about the defense 
supply chain could be applied as part of the CAT decision-making process. 
However, even the Trump administration shied away from such a massive 
data collection effort as part of its implementation of the July 2017 
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Presidential Executive Order on Assessing and Strengthening the Manufacturing 
and Defense Industrial Base and Supply Chain Resiliency of the United States.28

The defense industry has also generally resisted such government data 
collection efforts. As an alternative, the prime contractors could take the 
lead in actual data collection by voluntarily providing information on 
critical niches, DMSMS problems that could be addressed through arms 
sales, and prospective hiring by themselves and their subcontractors to 
meet production requirements for the arms sale, etc. However, in many 
cases, the prime contractors also do not know who their critical suppli-
ers are because the first-tier subcontractors consider their lists of sup-
pliers to be proprietary. Furthermore, there is an obvious incentive for 
prime contractors and their suppliers to exaggerate the potential ben-
efits of the arms sale in their data collection efforts—not by committing 
fraud, but rather by taking an optimistic view every time they consider 
a range of possible outcomes. Optimistic assessments would likely com-
pound through the supply chain—as each level of respondent reported 
an assessment at the high-end of the range reported at the lower level. 
That kind of bias was one of the fundamental problems faced by the 
economic planning ministry in the Soviet Union.29

If the economic analysis of the potential arms transfer were to focus 
only on employment effects, many of the small suppliers—even those 
that make critical components—could be ignored in the assessment. 
Large suppliers that employ the bulk of the workers on a project tend 
to be more visible to the prime contractor and the government.30 It is 
plausible that the government could survey the relevant major suppliers 
to get a rough estimate of the overall employment and investment status 
of the system being considered for sale. The government could also draw 
an arbitrary line at the third- or fourth-tier of the defense supply chain, 
limiting the scope of any data collection effort. It could further focus 
on only the largest facilities within its tier limit, because they would be 
most likely to react to a particular arms sale with substantial hiring or 
new capital or R&D investment. That would make the survey effort 
more practical and would still capture most of the relevant effects. How-
ever, it would certainly be imperfect and would also require considerable 
time for data collection and analysis, even without a commitment to 
chase down information about small suppliers that would not signifi-
cantly affect the overall number of jobs involved in the project.
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If the government decided to focus on employment and macroeconomic 
effects rather than looking for fine-grained economic security informa-
tion about R&D and diminished sources or shortage issues, it likely 
could achieve most of what it wants in the CAT decision-making process 
through the use of an economic model. This effort would still require 
data collection that is not part of the current government routine—for 
purposes of calibrating the model and keeping it updated—but it would 
be a much smaller and less time-sensitive data collection effort than the 
alternative of trying to collect actual data on each specific arms transfer case.

The challenge for economic models is that few are specifically attuned 
to the defense industry. Most macroeconomic models have been developed 
for other analytical purposes, and they include assumptions about com-
petitive and investment dynamics that do not mirror the reality of the 
defense industry. However, a model that is useful for assessing the eco-
nomic effects of arms sales must build on a model of the entire economy, 
not just because the defense industry competes with other sectors for 
skilled labor but also because the dedicated defense industry’s supply 
chain includes companies that identify almost every North American 
Industry Classification System code as their primary area of effort.31 Per-
turbations induced by CAT will propagate into the rest of the economy, 
and the effects on every sector of the US economy can be estimated by 
using economic input-output tables. The modeling requirement is for 
a general model of the US economy that has been fine-tuned to focus 
on the defense sector by experience, calibration efforts, and modified 
assumptions. Unfortunately, the economic models themselves are often 
proprietary. This means that their usefulness is linked not just to the 
general tendencies of economic modeling but also to the specific issue 
of who owns the particular economic model and which organization 
performs the analysis. However, several reasonable options do exist for 
models that could contribute to the CAT decision-making process.

Organizing the Economic Security Assessment
There are five principal options for the organization that might lead 

the economic security analysis as part of the CAT decision-making process: 
the DOS’s Office of Regional Security and Arms Transfers, the Depart-
ment of Commerce’s (DOC) Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), the 
DOD’s program office for the system under consideration, DOD’s 
Office of Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE), and a 
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Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC). None 
of the organizations mentioned is a perfect fit. However, some organiza-
tions fit better than others.

The State Department will always play an important role in arms 
transfer decisions because arms sales are an important tool for US 
diplomacy. The DOS will lead most discussions of the effect of an arms 
transfer on US foreign policy and human rights protections in foreign 
countries—the traditional considerations in arms transfer decision making. 
However, the State Department does not have background expertise 
in economic analysis, especially of the defense industry, even though 
US diplomacy plays an important role in export promotion. Economic 
statecraft is a recognized tool of the DOS, and many Foreign Service 
Officers choose “economic officer” for their career track. Although the 
Foreign Service may have largely overcome its historical legacy of domi-
nance by political officers, yielding a more balanced Foreign Service, 
the DOS does not specialize in the economy.32 Moreover, Congress has 
persistently questioned the State Department’s commitment to the US 
economy. For example, Congress created and empowered the Office of 
the US Trade Representative to lead trade negotiations when previously 
trade negotiations were led by the State Department. Even if State were 
to develop the required expertise in defense economics, it would lack in-
stitutional commitment and organizational power to advocate on behalf 
of the results of the economic security analysis at the pinnacle of CAT 
decision making.

By contrast, the DOC is widely judged to have an organizational culture 
that is committed to the promotion of US industry. The DOC is not in-
stitutionally powerful in the US interagency decision-making process—
a stark contrast to the position of many other countries’ ministries of in-
dustry or economy—but it is likely to use what power it has to advocate 
on behalf of economic security interests.33 Furthermore, the DOC holds 
the authority to conduct mandatory surveys of industry under the De-
fense Production Act (DPA).34 If the implementation of the economic 
security mandate under the CAT policy chooses to go the route of col-
lecting actual data to pursue fine-grained microeconomic analysis, the 
DOC is likely to play a leading role. The Office of Technology Evalua-
tion (OTE) within the Commerce Department has repeatedly used its 
DPA authority to conduct industrial base assessments of specific sectors 
of the US economy, notably including defense industrial base assessments. 
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OTE knows the particulars of industrial base impact well and is in a po-
sition, if augmented by additional data collection and analytical staff, to 
conduct the microeconomic DMSMS and innovation-oriented analysis 
to support decision making about arms sales.35

Even more relevant, the Commerce Department’s BIS already collects 
economic effects data related to arms transfers for its annual report on 
Offsets in Defense Trade, and BIS has built up defense-specific economic 
expertise as a result. The offsets report makes simplifying assumptions 
that would not be appropriate for a fine-grained assessment of the eco-
nomic security impact of arms sales. Examples include assuming that 
all work that contributes to arms exports takes place within the United 
States (despite global participation in the defense supply chain) and as-
suming that all offset work takes place in foreign countries but would 
have taken place within the United States without the offset agreement.36 
These assumptions mean that the BIS offset report almost certainly gives 
a substantially inaccurate picture of the net employment effects of offset 
agreements, but perhaps BIS gets the order of magnitude right, which is 
a start. Additionally, BIS uses an established methodology for analysis of 
offsets that is based on the Benchmark Input-Output Table that the DOC 
maintains as a model of the US economy.37 That input-output table is 
used as the basis for many non-DOC economic models and appears the 
best source for economic analysis based on that modeling methodology. 
Moreover, the DOC also conducts the Census of Manufactures of the 
United States, a comprehensive survey that takes place every five years, 
supplemented by a smaller Annual Survey of Manufactures. Those two 
sources provide vital contextual data for assessing the economic security 
impact of potential arms transfers.38

Just because the Commerce Department collects routine economic 
data and creates a benchmark economic model does not mean that it is 
best equipped analytically to apply that model to specific circumstances, 
notably including potential arms transfer decisions. Even a government 
decision to apply the survey methodology as its mechanism to imple-
ment economic security analysis does not mean that the DOC should 
necessarily take the lead on economic security analysis for conventional 
arms transfer decisions. The DOC often conducts surveys on behalf of 
other government agencies, which can then analyze the resulting data 
themselves. However, the survey data collection mechanism might work 
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more smoothly and quickly if the DOC had the lead for economic security 
analysis of proposed arms sales.

The third candidate for leading the economic security analysis of 
potential arms sales is the relevant DOD program office. Because the 
program office is in routine touch with the companies involved in the 
program and is directed as part of the Defense Acquisition Guidebook 
to monitor the manufacturability of the components and the overall 
system the DOD is acquiring, the program office has the best sense 
of critical and fragile niches in the supply chain that could be aided 
through an arms sale.39 The program office, in cooperation with the 
Defense Contract Management Agency, also has actual (reported) cost 
data for the weapon system and has a sense of how production rates and 
economies of scale might affect production costs. Yet program office 
knowledge of the industrial side of its program is quite imperfect. After 
all, the program office often has an adversarial bargaining relationship 
with the companies that produce the defense system (over price, per-
formance, and schedule), and it only receives data from the companies 
on topics that are covered by contractual language. Furthermore, the 
main source of the program office’s data is the companies that build the 
system. These companies have a vested interest that leads them to be 
more willing to provide some kinds of data than others.  Thus, program 
office data is likely to be biased in a way that might exaggerate the eco-
nomic security impact of an arms transfer that the company wants to 
see approved. The program office itself may also have a reason for bias 
in considering the range of possible outcomes of an arms sale. Program 
managers are prone to optimism about their program’s success to such 
an extent that DOD has established rules about managing programs 
to Independent Cost Estimates (ICE) performed outside the program 
office (either by or under the supervision of DOD CAPE) rather than 
to the Program Office Estimate. Program office staff may also lack the 
advanced analytical skills that would enable them to conduct credible 
economic analysis. Furthermore, there are many program offices, and 
most program office employees necessarily will not have a background 
in economics. As a result, program office analysis of the economic security 
impacts of potential arms sales may be considered suspect and could be 
downplayed in CAT decision making.

The fourth option for the economic security assessment would be 
to use the DOD Office of Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation. 
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It provides the Independent Cost Estimates for program management 
and has a set of well-established (yet imperfect) models for projecting 
programs’ costs and economic impact. The Secretary of Defense has 
also designated CAPE as the lead advisor on defense economics. As a 
result, CAPE maintains several analytical models of the US economy 
that are fine-tuned to the needs of defense analysis. Specifically, CAPE 
has worked for many years with Interindustry Forecasting at the Uni-
versity of Maryland (INFORUM) to create an economic model called 
Defense Employment and Purchases Projection System (DEPPS).40 If 
the economic security assessment process chooses to focus on aggregate 
employment impacts of arms sales, it would be natural to work on an 
evolution of DEPPS to estimate those impacts.

As it stands today, DEPPS incorporates a fine-grained model of the 
impact of defense expenditure regionally within the United States and 
on various categories of skilled labor. Even though the model makes im-
perfect assumptions about the location of actual outlays, at least DEPPS 
incorporates a rigorous input-output table, using a proprietary modified 
version of the DOC’s benchmark table to make connections throughout 
the economy.41 DEPPS is designed to assess the employment impact of 
the entire defense budget proposal. However, one could also imagine 
CAPE working with the INFORUM experts to create a more fine-tuned 
version that could assess the impact of a particular arms sale. INFORUM 
engages in similar project-level work for other clients.42 The output of 
such a model would provide a general sense of the impact upon skilled 
labor in the US; however, it would not yield information about specific 
DMSMS challenges or innovation opportunities that program office-
level analysis or detailed data collection could offer the CAT decision-
making process. Using CAPE would exchange practicality and ease of 
estimation for the detail and accuracy that could be offered by another 
organization—assuming that potential bias could be overcome in the 
analysis by that other agency.

However, being part of DOD might hold back CAPE’s usefulness 
for economic security analysis. While DOD has a strong interest in ad-
dressing DMSMS issues and in finding ways to share the fixed cost of its 
acquisitions with foreign partners, the organizational culture of DOD 
has long resisted paying serious attention to economic security issues. 
DOD believes that acquisition and arms transfer decisions are made 
exclusively through considerations of the national (military) interest.43 
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Manufacturing and industrial base analysis are included in DOD’s mile-
stone decision-making framework for program management, but they 
are often perfunctory analyses. For example, Manufacturing Readiness 
Levels have not been incorporated as part of DOD programs’ milestone 
reviews, nor has the DOD Industrial Policy office participated directly 
in milestone reviews in recent years.44 Moreover, if DOD paid serious 
attention to DMSMS and critical and fragile niches in the industrial 
base, presumably DOD would face fewer surprises and desperate last-
minute rescue efforts as critical suppliers go out of business because they 
are not paid enough to cover their fixed costs. Due to DOD’s inatten-
tion regarding economic and industry issues, it is not likely that a DOD 
organization such as CAPE, even if it took the lead on the CAT eco-
nomic security analysis, would present a strong case for ultimate deci-
sion makers to emphasize economic security in their reasoning. DOD 
would likely favor traditional national security concerns such as alliance 
relationships in CAT decision making.

Finally, FFRDCs might be tasked with conducting economic security 
reviews of potential arms sales. DOD calls on FFRDCs, notably includ-
ing the RAND Corporation, the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), 
and the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), to provide independent, 
high-quality industrial analysis for decisions.45 FFRDCs employ high-end 
economists who have the requisite skills for the kind of economic secu-
rity analysis suggested by the Presidential Memorandum on CAT policy. 
FFRDCs are also designed to maintain their analytical independence, 
and they generally have the historical track record to support their claims 
of maintaining independence.46 Their analysts could also shift from pro-
gram to program, as potential arms sales arise, which would make their 
employment at an FFRDC more efficient than trying to scatter economic 
analytical skills throughout DOD program offices.

FFRDCs have many other important commitments: they do not 
have slack resources, as each faces a congressionally imposed cap on the 
amount of work it can do for the federal government under its FFRDC 
contract each year.47 Contracting with FFRDCs to conduct an eco-
nomic security impact analysis of potential arms sales would likely come 
at the expense of established analytical efforts. Moreover, their analyses 
are relatively expensive, because the government must pay for very high-
end skilled labor (Ph.D. economists, physical scientists, and political 
scientists) with security clearances. FFRDCs cannot compel sources to 
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reveal proprietary data. They mostly analyze data collected by the gov-
ernment or request data through voluntary surveys or interviews with 
companies and acquisition officials. That process may be slow, unreliable, 
and potentially biased—as discussed above concerning program offices 
requesting data from interested parties. Finally, FFRDCs also need a 
client for their analysis. In the end, FFRDCs might best fit into eco-
nomic security analysis for CAT decision making by providing analyti-
cal support to CAPE (in the case of IDA, RAND, or CNA) or the DOC 
(which would require a new FFRDC arrangement, since the DOC does 
not currently have an FFRDC contract).

Conclusion
Even if it did not face time and resource constraints, the US govern-

ment would not likely receive access to the data and analytics required 
for an ideal CAT decision-making process. Any practical process will 
be imperfect, but there are two reasonable approaches available that 
would better inform decision makers than the previous system, which 
did not significantly consider economic security impacts of potential 
arms transfers. A fine-grained analysis that would directly examine eco-
nomic security effects—identifying critical and fragile niches that would 
benefit from arms transfers and opportunities to ameliorate DMSMS 
problems or to fund upgrades and innovations—would be slower than 
a model-based alternative that could emphasize general employment effects 
of arms transfers. Each of these approaches would reflect a different em-
phasis in the definition of economic security. Is economic security about 
particular technologies and industrial capabilities? Or is it about latent 
economic power in general, represented by overall industrial activity 
measured by employment levels and GDP?

On balance, a fine-grained analysis seems best undertaken either by 
the DOC’s Bureau of Industry and Security or by DOD program offices. 
The independent expertise of FFRDCs would ideally support each or-
ganization. Alternatively, a model-based analysis that would emphasize 
general-equilibrium effects on overall employment in the United States 
would suit the analytical experience and capabilities of DOD’s Office of 
Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation, again perhaps supported by 
one or more FFRDCs.

If resources and time were made available, the fine-grained solution 
would be more desirable than the model-based solution, especially if the 
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goal is to take economic security concerns seriously in the CAT process. 
Of course, the United States could ultimately decide to both collect 
specific data and use an economic model, if it were willing to make a 
major resource commitment to economic security analysis. This would 
provide insight into both macroeconomic considerations like the potential 
creation of high-quality jobs and also microeconomic considerations like 
ameliorating DMSMS problems. The Trump administration is already 
hiring additional staff to support the federal government’s efforts on 
conventional arms transfers, but the additional resources may primarily 
seek to speed processing rather than to expand the analytical effort to 
engage economic security substantively.48 It would be asking a great deal 
to hope that the new process might incorporate the full range of micro- 
and macroeconomic analysis.

There is not a perfect answer for how the economic security impact 
assessment should be conducted or who should conduct it. Ultimately, 
deciding whether to approve or reject a proposed arms transfer will require 
top decision makers to compare economic security effects to traditional 
concerns like national security and human rights effects.49 There can be 
no formula for deciding how many dollars of economic impact would 
outweigh a likely human rights abuse or a tendency for an arms transfer 
to undermine rather than increase regional stability. However, the po-
litical judgment behind the final decision must weigh the full spectrum 
of factors and should be informed about all aspects of a potential arms 
transfer’s effects, including its economic security effects, to the extent 
practical. 

It is difficult to say whether arms sales have the potential to increase 
US economic security significantly. Critics are already questioning 
whether arms sales generate many good quality jobs, while advocates are 
confident arms sales can make a very substantial contribution.50 Realistically, 
we do not yet have the data and evaluation process in place to judge 
effects. President Trump’s memorandum offers the opportunity to create 
a process to resolve the question during future conventional arms 
transfer deliberations—and to allow future political leaders to weigh 
those economic benefits against other considerations in making arms 
transfer decisions. 
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